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1 Introduction  

This manual outlines the procedure for capturing, uploading, and registering video 
content into the Asset Offering and Management Application (AOMA). Once the videos 
are registered in AOMA, they will be searchable and ready for distribution.  

AOMA is a central and convenient archive for storing all assets so they can be 
delivered to consumers. Once assets are catalogued in AOMA, they are easily 
accessible by the music and video services and websites that deliver these assets to 
consumers. Figure 1 gives a big picture overview of how all forms of assets are 
ingested and archived in AOMA, and then delivered to services that provide end-
consumers. This document is only concerned with the video ingestion piece.  

 

Figure 1. Overview of AOMA Asset Management  
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1.1 Related Documents 

• AO-002 DSP Packaging and Delivery Specifications 

• AO-003 AOMA Package Ingestion Requirements 

• AO-005 Online Video Servicing Procedure 

1.2 Acronyms and Terms 

Acronym Meaning 

AOMA Asset Offering and Management Application 

CES Central European Services (for metadata entry)  

DRA/DiALOG  

GAS Global Archives System 

GDB Global Digital Business 

MD5 A digital signature file that confirms asset integrity for storage , also 
called a “hash file” 

MMDS Mobile Media Data Store 

NTSC National Television Standards Commission (North American standard 
for video) 

PAL Phase Alternating Line (European standard for video) 

RAAS Repertoire and Artist Administration System 

SAMBA  

SDI Serial Digital Interface  

SFTP Secure File Transfer Protocol 

VTR Video Tape Recorder 

 

2 Overview 

The general procedure for processing video content may differ depending on your 
work environment and geographical location. For example, the first section on 
digitizing the video from a DigiBeta can be skipped if the video is already in digital 
format. If you need help setting up the necessary software and hardware to perform 
these procedures, see page 33.  

The general procedure differs depending on whether content originates in the US, EU 
or Asia. For the United States, the general overview for both new and existing catalog 
content is given in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2. US Overview for New and Catalog 

For the European Union, the general procedure for both new content and existing 
catalog content is shown in Figure 3. 

 

Figure 3. EU Overview for New and Catalog 

For Asia, the general procedure for both new and existing catalog content is shown in 
Figure 4. 
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Figure 4. Asia Overview New and Catalog 

Depending on where the content originates, some of the material in this document 
may not be relevant or in a different order. A general upload flow was followed as 
shown. Specific guidelines for each of the steps in the flow charts can be found by 
following the references in these general steps: 

 

• Verify that metadata has been entered into GAS and DRA/DiALOG (see page 28). 

• Digitization vendor files and metadata is captured in respective languages. 

• After encoding the video file, it must be run through the MD5 Hash utility (see 
page 32). The MD5 file, along with the MPEG file, should be put into a folder with 
the appropriate naming convention. This is the total asset that is uploaded into 
AOMA. Any files created while using Vegas to gather metadata information should 
be deleted before uploading into AOMA. 

• Digitization vendor enters metadata and digital files to GDB via SFTP or Hard 
Drive. 

• If the video is received as DigiBeta, first digitize the DigiBeta to an MPEG (see 
page 5). 

• Upload the file (see page 8). 

• QC and enter metadata (see page 16). 

• Enter metadata in GAS (page 28) and RAAS (page 30). 

• Migrate the files (page Error! Bookmark not defined.). 

• Verify. 
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3 Digitizing a DigiBeta Using Telestream 

The Telestream box is used to convert DigiBeta videos into a digital format so it can 
be processed and uploaded to AOMA. This file will be uploaded to a staging server 
where QC and renaming can occur. 

Note: if the files are already in a digital format, then this section can be 
skipped. 

3.1 Initial Telestream Setup and Configuration 

The following procedure is only necessary for the first video you digitize, or if any 
changes are necessary to the configuration or FTP server location.  

Note: It is recommended that SDI (Serial Digital Interface) for video capture. 

To configure your settings and IP address to send your digitized file to: 
 

1. Touch Set Up on the menu bar on the left. 

2. Touch Network. 

3. Choose Video (SDI). Set this according to the input of the Telestream (for 
example, if you are using a composite input, set this to composite). 

4. Specify a sample rate of 48K. 

5. Under Option 2, pick an address to send to.  

Note: In order to send MPEGs via FTP, you must have an FTP server 
configured where they can pick up files from and push files to.  

Note: If the address is not available, first go to Network to make sure 
Enable FTP Server Email is enabled.  

3.2 Converting DigiBeta to MPEG 

The following process is how to digitize a DigiBeta using Telestream: 
 

1. Connect the VTR cable to the Telestream box. Figure 5 shows the Telestream 
interface, which uses a touchscreen. Touch on a window to enter the information.  

Note: You can attach a keyboard to the Telestream, but not a monitor.  
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Figure 5. Telestream Interface  

 

2. Touch Parcel Name and enter the name according to naming convention: 
[ASSET IDENTIFIER] _ [CATALOG CORE ID] _ [PREFIX] _ [AFFILIATE] _ 
[SOURCE] _ [FORMAT] (for more details, see page 8).  Although this convention 
is not necessarily required at this step, it will save you time later on having to 
rename files. This will be the parent directory once you send clips to the staging 
FTP server. 

3. Touch Send To and select default recipient and click Add. 

4. Select Done once all the recipients are in the Send To field.  

5. Touch Clips To Send/Digitize New Clips window, then select New Clip. Add 
the clips you want to send. 

6. Name the clip using the defined convention. See page 8 for proper naming 
convention. Configure the following fields:  

Clip Type should be set as Video and Audio.  

Quality should be set to the Sony MPEG standard, either NTSC or PAL depending 
on what you are encoding. This is all one step that gets rid of steps d and e. 
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Default Encoding. 

The Recording Method should be on Manual.  

7. Touch Next.  

 

Figure 6. Make New Clip with Telestream  

 

8. Specify the duration to digitize. Give some leeway (10 seconds) before and after 
the clip. Enter the time code as 10-seconds before the end of the color bars. 
Touch Go, then Begin. 

Note: The screen in Figure 6 is for automatic clip making and is only 
applicable if the Telestream is hooked up for machine control of the VTR and 
you are using the time code on the tape to drive the Telestream. If you are 
doing this manually, skip steps 8 and 9. In this case, the only thing you need 
to enter on this screen is the duration of the clip.  

This is only used if the Telestream is hooked up for machine control of the 
VTR and you are using the time code on the tape to drive the Telestream. If 
you are doing it manually you would skip steps 8 and 9. The only thing you 
would enter in this screen is the duration of the clip, giving some leeway 
before and after the clip. 
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9. Repeat previous step and enter the out-point for logging to define where 
digitization will end. 

10. Load the actual tape. Cue it to about 5 seconds before the color bars. It takes 
about a second for the Telestream to start recording after you press Start. 

11. Touch Start. If you want to stop the digitization at any time, touch Finish. 

12. After digitization is complete, touch Done and Send. This will transfer the files to 
the specified staging FTP server. You will be presented with the Add Clips page, 
with the new clip highlighted and added to the Clips to Send section.  

13. Touch Done and you will be directed to the Send Mail Page. Verify that 
everything is set up correctly (Parcel Name, Send To, Clips To Send).  

14. Touch Send. The parcel will be moved to the outbox and scheduled for 
transmission. You can view the status at any time. 

Now that the video has been digitized and uploaded, AOMA and Vegas are used for 
the rest of the process.  

4 File Processing/Upload Procedure  

4.1 Naming Conventions 

1. Identify the file that was encoded on Telestream. The following naming conventions 
are used: 

 

Video Asset Identifiers: 

AVD Artist Video 

PVD Product Video 

MVD Music Video 

 

[CATALOG CORE ID] = 6 characters 

[AFFILIATE] = 4 characters 

[VERSION] = 2 digits 

 

2. Create the Parent Folder on the staging server. This folder will contain all files created 
by the encoding process and sent to the server, which should include only the MPEG 
and MD5 files. The naming convention is: 
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Parent Folder: 

[ASSET IDENTIFIER] _ [CATALOG CORE ID] _ [PREFIX] _ [AFFILIATE] _ [SOURCE] _ 
[FORMAT] 

Format is NTSC or PAL 

example: 

MVD_000000_CK_0101_DGBT_PAL 

3. Once the Telestream mpg 2 has been made, rename it as the Video Asset File and 
put it inside the Parent Folder. The naming convention is: 

Video Asset File: 

[ASSET IDENTIFIER]_[CATALOG CORE ID]_[PREFIX]_[AFFILIATE]_ 
[VERSION].[ASSET_SUB_TYPE_CODE].[EXTENSION] 

Note: The asset sub type code for MPEG2 music video is 26 (for additional 
video types, contact Sang Han at sang.han@sonybmg.com). The required 
extension is .mpg.  

Example: 

MVD_000000_CK_0101_001.26.mpg 

4. Before you enter metadata and submit the video for migration, you must run the 
MD5 Hash utility on it (for information on how to do this, see page 32). The Hash 
file should be put into the asset root folder. 

5. Video preview files will already be named in the spreadsheet provided with the asset. 
These can be copied and pasted from the spreadsheet to name the preview. 

5 SFTP Asset Registration 

5.1 Requirements 

The SFTP asset registration workflow requires the following accounts:  
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1. An SFTP account on the production AOMA server 
(http://usnydmpa01.aomaprod.music.sony.com). If you do not have an account, 
contact AOMA Support (support@sonybmg.com).  

2. An AOMA user interface account that corresponds the SFTP account. If you do not 
have an account, contact AOMA Support (mailto:aoma.support@sonybmg.com).  

Note: The SFTP and AOMA usernames must be identical.  

5.2 Preparation 

In preparation for registration to AOMA, ensure that your assets meet the 
specifications for their respective type.  

5.2.1 Specifications 

Audio  

Package Graphic and Cover Specifications 
(http://usnycvs01.music.sony.com:8080/cgi-
bin/cvsweb.cgi/aoma/aoma/documentation/packaging_specifications/general/AOMA_
package_ingestion_requirements.pdf)  

Video  

5.2.2 Accounts 

An AOMA SFTP group account is required for this registration workflow.  

5.2.3 File Integrity  

In order to ensure file integrity throughout the life of the asset, md5 hash files must 
be generated immediately after asset creation. These hash files can be created using 
the AOMA MD5 Utility (http://usnycvs01.music.sony.com:8080/cgi-
bin/cvsweb.cgi/aoma/aoma/binaries/md5util/aoma_md5util.zip). See the MD5 Utility 
User Guide (on Wiki) for installation and usage instructions. Assets will not register if 
they do not have valid MD5 hashes.  

5.3 SFTP File Transfer  
 

1. Ensure that the permissions of the asset files on your server are 
read/write/delete/execute (chmod -R 775).  
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2. Login to the SFTP server using your AOMA username: sftp 
aomauser@usnydmpa01.aomaprod.music.sony.com  

3. Transfer the asset folder and all of its contents to the /incoming folder using the 
put command with the -p option: put -p 
/incoming/DDP_000000_CK_0101_1630/IC01.TRK. The -p option ensures that 
the local file permissions are preserved in the transfer.  

4. When the entire asset package has been transferred, generate a completion 
notification file. The file will be named the same as the asset folder with an 
extension of ".complete". In addition, the job number is specified between the 
folder name and the extension. example: 
DDP_000000_CK_0101_1630.1234.complete  

5. Repeat the previous steps for each additional package you wish to submit.  

5.4 Registration 

Assets will automatically be submitted to AOMA for registration following a successful 
transfer. The results of each submission are written to an xml log file stored in the 
/incoming/logs folder of your SFTP account. Log files are named as follows: [ASSET 
FOLDER NAME].[ASSET REGISTRATION JOB NUMBER].xml example:  

/incoming/logs/DDP_000000_CK_0101_1630.1234.xml  

The log file structure is detailed in the Registration XML Log File Specifications 
document.  

5.4.1 Log File Management 

It is the responsibility of the submitting party to retrieve and manage the generated 
log files. This includes retrieval, parsing, and file cleanup. Please ensure that any 
automation on the client side accounts for this functionality.  

5.4.2 Estimated Responses 

The following table provides an estimated process duration for each asset type. 
Durations are based on the time it takes an asset to complete the registration process 
following a successful file transfer.  

Table 1. Estimated Responses 

Asset Type Average Process Duration 

Audio  20 30 minutes  

Cover  10 15 minutes  

Package Graphic  15 20 minutes  
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Video  1 1.5 hours  

Note: Times vary based on asset file size.  

5.5 Post Transfer Process  

Post processing begins when the registration process for an asset has reached its final 
state (success or failure). At this point, a log file will exist in the designated directory. 
The sections below define the required action(s) that should be taken for each state.  

5.5.1 Successful Registration  

No further actions are required for jobs with this status. At this point, engineers may 
validate the assets in the AOMA User Interface 
(http://usnydmpa01.aomaprod.music.sony.com). A URL to the newly registered 
content is provided in the ContentURL node of the registration xml log file.  

5.5.2 Failed Registration  

For jobs in this state, further action is required before the asset can be registered into 
the system. Failures can be divided in to three main categories: Metadata, Package 
Structure, and Mapping Required. Each of these categories is defined below. In 
addition, a list of common registration failures and resolutions can be found here: 
Asset Registration Failure Examples. All failed content is transferred to the user 
migration folder that is accessible via the Migration User Interface. From this 
interface, users can delete or resubmit content without having to transfer the files 
again.  

5.5.3 Metadata Failures 

Metadata failures occur when data for the provided asset does not exist in the AOMA 
system or the file contents of the package do not match what is expected by the 
database.  

5.5.3.1 No Data Found 

This error can effect all asset types. In the event, that data does not exist in the 
system, the user should:  

• Check to ensure that the asset package is named with the correct metadata 
information.  

• If the asset is named correctly, submit a bug under the metadata category. 
AOMA Bugzilla (http://aomabugs.music.sony.com) A metadata engineer from 
the AOMA team will field the request and see that it is resolved.  
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Upon resolution of a metadata issue, simply resubmit the asset via the Migration 
Interface 
(http://usnydmpa01.aomaprod.music.sony.com/servlet/com.sonymusic.aoma.AOMA
DispatcherServlet?chain=AssetMigrationStartupDisplayChain). It is not necessary to 
re-transfer the asset files.  

Usage instructions for the migration interface can be found in the Migration User 
Guide (in Wiki).  

5.5.3.2 Requires Mapping 

Mapping is only required for audio assets and will NEVER be required for covers, 
video, or package graphics. Some audio assets contain hidden and/or phantom tracks 
or have a single metadata track spanning multiple physical files. This scenario causes 
a mismatch between the number of tracks specified in the database and the number 
of physical files representing each track. Both the files and the database are correct, 
but a mapping from metadata to physical is required so AOMA knows how to handle 
the asset. The QC Mapping User Interface 
(http://usnydmpa01.aomaprod.music.sony.com/servlet/com.sonymusic.aoma.AOMA
DispatcherServlet?chain=QCMappingAssetSelectDisplayAction) allows the user to 
map these assets. You may access this interface directly from the AOMA menu or via 
the provided link in the Migration Interface 
(http://usnydmpa01.aomaprod.music.sony.com/servlet/com.sonymusic.aoma.AOMA
DispatcherServlet?chain=AssetMigrationStartupDisplayChain). For more information, 
see the QC Mapping User Guide (in Wiki).  

Usage instructions for the migratin interface can be found in the Migration User Guide 
(in Wiki).  

Note: Some metadata indicates the existence of a hidden track and will alert 
you that an asset must be mapped in order to proceed. In this case, a direct 
link to the QC Mapping interface is provided from the Migration Interface. You 
can map all other assets directly from the QC Mapping 
(http://usnydmpa01.aomaprod.music.sony.com/servlet/com.sonymusic.aoma
.AOMADispatcherServlet?chain=QCMappingAssetSelectDisplayAction) main 
page.  

Once an asset has been successfully mapped, it will appear valid in the Migration 
Interface 
(http://usnydmpa01.aomaprod.music.sony.com/servlet/com.sonymusic.aoma.AOMA
DispatcherServlet?chain=AssetMigrationStartupDisplayChain) and can be submitted 
without re-transferring the asset files.  

5.5.3.3 Package Structure 

Package structure errors indicate that not all files in the asset package are named as 
expected or files unknown to AOMA exist in the package. When you encounter such 
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errors, review the appropriate specification document to ensure everything has been 
named correctly and that files have all of the correct attributes.  

For these errors, the asset files must be re-transferred and will be resubmitted 
pending a successful transfer.  

Note: When a file is re-transferred via SFTP, the failed copy in the migration 
folder is removed.  

6 Migration and Final Tasks 

Prior to migration, make sure you put the video file into your migration folder with a 
linked path to the user. This must be set up by the AOMA techs (aomasupport@sony-
bmg.com).  

6.1 File Transfer  

6.1.1 SAMBA 

Content can be transferred to the user migration folder using SAMBA (supports 
Windows/ MAC OSX/Linux file sharing).  

 

1. Log into the SAMBA share. For Windows: 

\\usnydmpa01.aomaprod.music.sony.com\username 

For Mac/Linux: 

smb://usnydmpa01.aomaprod.music.sony.com/username 

2. Transfer the files using your operating system’s standard file copy interface and 
procedure.  

6.1.2 SFTP Hot Folder 

If you are transferring content via SFTP to a designated drop-off folder, files are 
automatically transferred to the migration folder in the event they fail their initial 
registration attempt. If the issue is metadata and not file-related, the files can be 
resubmitted from this interface when the issue has been resolved.  

For the complete details of SFTP Asset Registration, see page Error! Bookmark not 
defined.. 
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6.2 Migrate Assets 

6.2.1 Scan For Assets 
 

1. Log into AOMA.  

2. Select Migrate Assets from the Asset Admin Menu. Upon startup, all folders in 
the migration folder will automatically be scanned.  Under the current system, 
you can’t have duplicate copies or double-linked videos. 

3. The resulting display (see Error! Reference source not found.) contains a table 
displaying all of the asset folders detected by the interface. The status column 
indicates whether or not an asset can be registered in the system. Invalid (failed) 
assets are highlighted in red; Valid assets are highlighted in green.  

 

Figure 7. Asset Migration  

 

To rescan the folder, simply click the Rescan Folder button at the bottom right of 
the screen.  

When migrated, the video is copied into AOMA, and an email verification is sent to 
notify of success or failure. An explanation of error messages is given in the appendix 
on page 34.  

6.2.2 Submit for Registration 
 

1. Under Security Groups, select Sony-BMG unrestricted or whatever security 
clearance the video is given. 

2. Put a checkbox next to all valid assets that you wish to migrate.  

3. Click the Migrate button at the bottom right of the screen.  
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After submission, these assets will immediately appear highlighted in blue with the 
status, "PROCESSING". As assets are transferred from the migration folder to the 
DPL, they will no longer appear in the main display table.  

The video is registered in AOMA and processed along with the MD5 file. Final status 
will be confirmed via email or log file. One email will be generated each video stating 
if it was a failure or success. 

6.2.3 Delete Files 

Delete all the videos listed as successfully registered. This step is optional if a copy 
wasn’t kept outside the migration folder since all videos successfully registered with 
AOMA will be cleared from the migration folder.  

Files can be deleted from the migration folder by clicking the [X} button in the delete 
column of the display table.  

Warning: You cannot delete files that have been submitted for registration.  

6.2.4 Map Tracks 

Assets that require track mapping will return with a status of "REQUIRES MAPPING" 
and will be highlighted in yellow. To map this asset, click the map button and you will 
be redirected to the QC Mapping Interface.  

Detailed usage instructions can be found in the QC Mapping User Guide on Wiki:  

http://aomabugs.music.sony.com/wiki/index.php/QC_Mapping_User_Guide 

7 Entering Metadata and QC  

Quality control is performed concurrently with Vegas while entering the information in 
AOMA (see page 25 for QC guidelines). The following is a description of the rules and 
procedures for entering metadata into AOMA. 

 

1. Log in to AOMA. Click Quality Control and then Metadata. 

2. Locate the physical digital files on your computer. There should be two files, an 
MPEG and an MD5 file. When entering the video product metadata, you will need 
the Catalog ID. Copy part of the asset folder name into the Catalog ID field and 
remove the underscores. For example, if the asset folder is: 
MVD_402108_USSM20_9700_REEL_NTSC, then copy the number after the MVD_ and 
before _REEL. In this case, you should enter 402108USSM209700. 
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3. Click Next. The QC Metadata entry screen is presented (see Figure 8, Figure 9 
and Figure 10). 

 
Figure 8. AOMA QC Metadata (part 1) 
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Figure 9. AOMA QC Metadata (part 2) 
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Figure 10. AOMA QC Metadata (part 3) 

 

4. Begin entering Video metadata (see Table 3 and Table 2 for field definitions).  

If any fields are pre-populated, such as Artist and Title, these should be checked. 
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7.1 Metadata for AOMA 

After metadata is entered in GAS, continue to the AOMA metadata entry forms.  

Some general rules about metadata entry: 

• SAVE OFTEN!!! 

• All times are entered in milliseconds.  

• Never use the back button on the browser. Only use the buttons within the AOMA 
page. 

• The First Letter Of Every Word Entered Should Be Capitalized. 

• Spelling is very important. If you have any questions, please go to: 
http://en.wikipedia.org  

 

Table 2. Video Metadata Keyword Fields 

Field Name Description  

Artists Prepopulated, but verify that it is correct. 

Catalog ID Prepopulated, but verify that it is correct. 

Title Prepopulated, but verify that it is correct. 

P-Line Prepopulated, but verify that it is correct. 

Last Updated By Prepopulated, but verify that it is correct. 

Library Code A barcode from the physical tape. 

Studio Code A string of numbers and digits that the studio uses to reference 
the video.  

Release Date The release date is generally listed in the Production Credits 

Duration This is the total second value of the length of the entire video 
(including all it’s parts). You can get this from Vegas by right-
clicking with the video open and looking at the time display. 
Vegas will automatically put the cursor at the end. 
Alternatively, you can select Ctrl + End to move the cursor to 
the end. Verify that the video starts at 0.  

Preview Image 
Timecode 

Enter the second value of the frame that will represent this 
video as a still image. The image picked should be a clear, in-
focus image from the video that is representative of the video 
as a whole. The image should also be large enough to be 
recognizable at close to thumbnail size. The image picked 
should be on the frame just before or on a whole second (for 
example, 2 frames near 46:000 are 45.979 and 46.013—you 
would enter 45979 dropping the decimal point). Make sure the 
image one frame after this one is okay as well, as sometimes 
this might accidentally be grabbed. 
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Field Name Description  

Video Size Type Select the size type from the drop-down menu 

Aspect Ratio 
Modification 

Select the aspect ratio from the drop-down menu. Select None 
if it is a 4:3 aspect ratio (normal), or Letterbox 16:9 if it is in 
letterbox.  

Related Audio: 

Catalog ID and Song 
Title 

You can use either GAS or AOMA to get the Song Title and 
Catalog ID. 

Using Gas:  

1) Log into GAS and select Product, and then Song Title with 
Artist.  

2) Type in the title of the song and hit Enter.  

3) If more than one choice appears, pick the exact title.  

4) Click on the album or single for the artist that is listed.  

5) In the Related audio field, type in the Selection Number 
then the Prefix followed by 0101.  

6) Click Look Up. When the page refreshes, choose the song 
from the drop-down menu that appears. You need to choose 
a CD album here. A video, cassette or vinyl selection will not 
be valid. Generally the prefix starts with a 2 for a BMG 
product or CK, EK, or A for a Sony product.  

7) Click Save. 

Using AOMA:  

1) Select Song in the search bar.  

2) Type in the name of the song and Enter.  

3) Find the correct artist in the search results and click on the 
name.  

4) Copy the number that appears next to the album or single 
you want to link to the video into the related audio link and 
finish the same as above. 

 
Table 3. Additional Metadata Keyword Fields  

Additional Metadata 
Field 

Description  

Has Fade Select from the drop-down menu. A video is considered to 
have a fade when both the audio and video components fade 
at generally the same time 

Has Cold Fade A Cold Fade is when both the audio and video fade very 
quickly, to the point of almost being a cut (1 second or less).  

If neither of these cases apply for the fades then they should 
both be set to No.  

International  

Version This isn’t a mandatory field. If a version is noted in the 
P d i  C di   i  h  Of  i  ill b  hi  
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Additional Metadata 
Field 

Description  

Production Credits, enter is here. Often, it will be something 
like, “MTV Version,” “Clean Version,” or “Instrumental” 

Date Source 
Created 

This is the same as Shoot Date. It is located in the production 
credits in the front. Leave this blank if it is not there.  

Holiday Enter the holiday if there is a holiday associated with the song. 
For example, New Years or Christmas. 

Theme This is a one-word summary of the video. Also, you should 
include themes from both the video and audio content. There is 
almost always more than one entry for this field. Example: 
Sadness, Love, Relationships, Materialism 

Key Visual This should be entered as a short phrase and should describe 
the most memorable/important visual elements of the video. 
Example: Man Climbing Over Graves, Bob Dylan Live 
Performance 

Related Movie If the song is associated with a soundtrack or a movie, enter 
the title of the movie here. 

Genre This field is the most general description of the audio. 
Example: Rock, Rap, R&B, Pop, Jazz. You can have more than 
one genre. There is no standard list, you can just manually 
enter these. 

Related Location Describes a specific place where the video is shot. Example: 
New York City, Africa, The Eiffel Tower 

Key Lyric The “hook” or most memorable line from the video. Should be 
kept to around 10 words or less. 

Location Describes the general location where the video is shot. 
Example: Street, Bedroom, Warehouse, Set, Arena 

Pop Culture 
Reference  

Very vague/broad. Should include cultural references in the 
video such as photographs of famous people, references to 
current events, popular social issues, general references to 
popular products, etc. Examples: James Dean, The War In 
Iraq, AIDS Prevention, Cheerios 

Related Game If the video is associated with a video game, enter the name of 
the game here. 

Shoot Date Found on the production slate at the beginning of the video. 
Should be entered as MM/DD/YYYY 

Retail Product 
Reference 

This is a clear, explicit representation or image of a consumer 
product or brand. Example: Nike, The New York Yankees, 
Cadillac. 

 

7.2 Clips and Framesets 

Clips are convenient ways to break up a video into corresponding segments for 
preview. Clips are less regulated. Rather than defining parts of the whole video, clips 
can stand on their own. Most of these are self-explanatory. 
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Framesets are specified points within a video. Whereas with clips, there can be 
overlap or gaps, framesets must be sequential and butt up against each other with no 
overlap or gaps. The various portions of the video are defined in framesets. Each 
frameset ends when the next begins. This means that Color Bars don’t end when the 
slate and tone go away, but end when the Production Credits begin. Also, there can 
only be a 1-millisecond gap between framesets. Example: if the Production Credits 
begin at 3245 seconds, then the Color Bars end at 3244 seconds. 

To get to the clip points data page in AOMA, scroll to the bottom of the metadata 
page (see Figure 11). 

 

Figure 11. Video Metadata: Clips and Framesets 
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Field descriptions are covered in Table 4 and Table 5, but first you should open the 
video in Vegas to see how to get this data. 

7.2.1 Viewing the Video in Vegas 

While entering the frameset and clip data in AOMA, use Vegas to mark the clip points. 
Make sure you have the correct build of Vegas 5.0. (Currently the build of Vegas 5 in 
AOMA is build D. This is periodically updated.) 

Open Vegas, and locate and open the video you are working on. See Figure 12. 

 

Figure 12. Vegas 5.0 Interface 

 

On the first listen it is a good idea to just listen and QC the entire track through 
without stopping, generally marking the location of key spots (by hitting the M key on 
your keyboard). For QC guidelines, see page 25. On subsequent passes you can fine-
tune the exact location of these clip points. 
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Make sure you are going frame by frame, i.e. the first frame where a clip starts, and 
mark that frame. This would be the time entered under clip points or framesets. You 
have to be zoomed in enough for the resolution of the arrow keys movement to be 1 
frame. You can zoom in using the mouse wheel or the up and down arrows on your 
keyboard. Cursor movement is done with the left and right arrow keys. To make sure 
Vegas is set up for moving frame by frame, go to Options and select Quantize to 
Frames, quick keys Alt +F8. 

Tip: Hold down the Ctrl key and the arrow keys to jump back and forth 
between markers in the song. 

For video start and end, and audio start and end, you need to back up one notch (for 
start) and go forward one notch (at end) from the signal to get the proper points to 
enter.  

Whether the track has a fade out or cold fade ending is entered in the QC Additional 
Metadata section (see Figure 9). 

7.2.2 QC Guidelines 

The quality control step is very important. Here you must ensure that content does 
contain errors and is ready for consumption. When QCing a video, you should not be 
entering data or making clips, though you can roughly mark clips to go back to later. 

 

1. Begin watching at the color bars. There should be an even tone at –20 dB. The 
video scope waveform should have the colors at or around their respective hash 
marks. The color bars will give you a general sense of the quality of the video.  

2. Watch the video. Audio should be above –20 dB generally. It can go lower, but 
can’t be consistently lower. Audio that is too high will cause clipping. The volume 
meter will show peaks and flash red if the audio is clipping. Distortion will be 
plainly audible.  

3. The most common audio problems occur as clicks and audio dropouts. Any noise 
in the recording that shouldn’t be there is considered an error. Audio dropouts 
sound like a piece of the recording is missing. Also make sure the levels between 
left and right are within an average of 1 db of each other. One easy way to hear 
this is to switch the output to mono on the audio mixer with the Downmix 
Output switch and listen to see if the kick drum or lead vocals move in the stereo 
field by a noticeable difference. 

4. The video portion of the content should not be too dark or distorted. The most 
common kind of video problem is distortion resulting from tape transfer. This will 
appear as jumpy footage, or distortion towards the top and bottom of the preview 
screen.  
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If the video has QC issues it should be put aside and another copy of the video should 
be located and digitized. If there are no other copies, then a decision will have to be 
made based on the severity of the problem as to whether or not it can still be used. 

7.2.3 General Clipping Guidelines 

• In Vegas, the display should be set up for seconds by right-clicking on the 
positional display to the right underneath the audio track. Example of how time is 
entered: if the position in AOMA is 39139, then you would enter a position of 
39.139 in Vegas. 

• Always enter clips that make the most sense, meaning that when you listen to it, 
it sounds like a complete clip. For example, sometimes a vocal will come in before 
the musical start of a verse. It is best to capture the vocal within the clip because 
it would sound bad if the clip began with a cut off vocal. Conversely, if a verse 
begins musically, but the vocal doesn’t start for several more seconds, include the 
musical portion as well. 

• Always check your clips by listening to them and checking the beginnings and 
endings. 

• Different rules define what can be entered into the Framesets portion and the 
Clips portion. 

• Frameset color bars always start at 0 

• All framesets need to be at least one second. If there is not enough time to define 
a frame set of greater than 1 second, then leave a 0 in the start and end part of 
that frameset. For example, if the closing credits end at 452135 but the video 
ends at 453000, you would put zero for both end points and have the closing 
credits end at 453000.  

7.2.4 Clip Types 

The following table contains field descriptions that correspond to the AOMA screen 
(Figure 11) where this clip data is entered. 

Table 4. Clip Type Metadata 

Clip Types  Description  

Audio Signal One frame before the audio signal for the actual video starts 
after the color bars and production credits, and one frame after 
it ends at the end of the video before the end credits. 

Video Signal Also one frame before where the video signal for the actual 
video starts after the color bars and production credits and one 
frame after it ends at the end of the video before the end 
credits. 
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Clip Types  Description  

First Verse The first verse is the part of the song that generally comes 
after the introduction and leads up to the first chorus. You 
always have to have a first verse before a chorus. 

First Chorus This is usually the chorus after the first verse, not one that 
may start the song. If it is an unusual song that doesn’t have a 
traditional chorus, then it is the memorable hook. A chorus 
should usually be at least four bars long but can go longer, 
with the exception of less traditional (hip-hop for example) 
song structures. This will sometimes include an instrumental 
section that occurs after the vocals in a chorus and before the 
vocals start in the second verse. 

Bridge The bridge section or the solo section of the song, or both. 
Usually comes between the last chorus and the outro. A bridge 
always has to have something before or after or it is not 
considered a bridge.  

Vocal Start/End The part of the song where the main vocal line starts and 
stops. This does not include ad-libs or talking in the beginning 
or end of the song. It is where vocals come on loud enough 
that no one can talk over it. 

 

7.2.5 Frameset Types 

The following table contains field descriptions that correspond to the AOMA screen 
(Figure 11) where this frameset data is entered. 

Table 5. Frameset Segments 

Frameset Segment Description  

Color Bars In the beginning of videos there are usually 10 –20 seconds of 
color bars and test tone. This field always begins at 0 ms and 
ends 1 ms before the beginning of the production credits. If 
there are no production credits then it ends at the beginning of 
the video signal. 

Production Credits This follows the color bars and has a slate that will tell the 
production company, shoot date, artist and song title. The start 
point will be at the first frame of the slate and end with the 
start of the video signal. If there are no production credits then 
both values are 0. 

Video The beginning of this field is the same as the beginning of 
Video Signal or Audio Signal (Whichever occurs first) in the 
clips section, right when the video signal starts after the 
production credits. It ends 1 ms before the closing credits 
begin. 

Closing Credits These are usually the copyright date, album still or a credit roll. 
The beginning of this field starts when you see any video signal 
after the video has gone to black. It ends when it goes to black 
again. If there are no credits, leave both fields at 0 
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Frameset Segment Description  

End This starts 1ms after the closing credits end and finishes at the 
end of the clip itself. If there is less than 1 second between the 
end of the closing credits and the end of the video leave both 
values at 0. 

 

8 Metadata and Audiolink for GAS  

8.1 Creating the Audio Link 

Log into GAS and find the track that corresponds to the video. Ideally, choose the 
single from the album. This gets entered as the Catalog ID and Song Title in the 
AOMA metadata (see Table 2).  

After this, log into AOMA and delete the SFK file.  

8.2 Enter the GAS Metadata 

The following section describes how to create video performances and products in 
GAS, the Global Artist System. 

 

1. Login to GAS. 

2. Search for the project # by clicking on the Rec. Proj button, selecting Song Title 
with Title and type in the song. 

3. If there is no project # for a song, you must insert it in the dummy project #, 
which is 74000. 

First you must insert the AUDIO performance. Click on New, type in the title, find 
the correct performance (first version with a Sony ISRC that was entered in NY) 
and click on Select Performance. Now you can insert the VIDEO performance. 
Click on New again, type in the title, find the correct performance (first album 
version with a Sony ISRC that was entered in NY OR the video version if 
available). Click on New Performance if it’s the audio version, or Select 
Performance if it’s the video version. Now you can skip to step 7 below. 

4. Choose the recording project that looks like the original album by the artist. Don’t 
use a compilation album or greatest hits unless you’re sure there isn’t an original 
album. 

5. If there isn’t a video version already created for the song, you need to create a 
new one. If there is a version already, you can edit it accordingly. 
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6. Go to new, type in the title and press enter. Choose the first version with a Sony 
ISRC (USSM…) and that was entered in New York. Click on the New Perf button 
on the right to insert this performance into the project. Now you can edit it. 

7. Change the song version to a Video. If it’s a remix, type in Remix Video 
Version or if it’s a live short form video (as opposed to live concert) type in Live 
Video Version. This is just where you can better describe the song. In 
Performance Type, choose Video-Promotional short form. 

8. Now you need to copy information from the original audio version to this one. 
Find the album audio version and click on it. Go to Options > Copy Song/Perf 
> Copy Column. In that window, scroll down to the performance you just 
created and click on it. On the left, click on Producers > Artists > Participants 
> Time and P Line. This will copy the audio info into the new video 
performance. Then click on the Append To button. 

9. Save. 

10. Now you need to enter the info found on the VRA. Enter time (just type in three 
numbers, i.e. 00:04:00 just type 400 and it will format it automatically), 
producer(s), director(s), recording start and end date and location. 

To enter the producer, double click on the box. Type in the name, first then last 
name and click search. When it comes up, click on it and it will appear in the 
bottom left box. Choose Video Producer for role. Click on Assign, then close. 
The same goes for executive video producer (if there is one) and director. If it’s 
not there, you must insert it in the Talent database (TMS). Create a new 
performance and type in the full name, first name, last name, 3rd Party, and 
director or producer (or both). 

11. Double-click on the ISRC field if there isn’t already a number there and generate 
one with the owner being SM2. 

12. Go to the P Line and change the P to a C. 

13. Save. 

14. Go to Options > Other Product > EMD. 

15. Highlight the video performance and click Create. Close. 

16. Go to the Total Database spreadsheet and insert all appropriate info, which 
includes the ISRC of the audio performance you copied from (if it’s there), 
recording project #, date of VRA, label, production company, director, start date 
and submission to Sony date.  

17. Save. 

18. Continue to the next video. 
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9 Metadata for RAAS 

The following section describes how to locate/create video products in RAAS, the 
Repertoire and Artist Administration System. 

 

1. Login to RAAS 

2. Open up the IQS -Track folder 

3. Search for the title to see if a video track already exists and the medium indicates 
that it is a video track. There should be only one correct video track to use. If the 
product is labeled Video Version or Promotional Video, choose that one. If the 
description of the video (i.e. “remix,” “live,” etc.) is not given and more than one 
video track was created, choose the track whose timing corresponds to the timing 
of the actual video. All pre-existing tracks must have Short Form Promotional 
Video inserted (see step 24). 

4. If the video track hasn’t been previously created, a new one must be. Search for 
the title to find the audio version to copy. Make sure the album version is chosen, 
not remix or live, unless specified in the slate of the actual video. If a version isn’t 
specified but the timing is the same as the timing on the tape, choose that track. 
Highlight that track, select Track – Into Worklist from the menu bar to insert 
the track into Track Work Folder. 

5. In the initial menu screen, open the Track Work Folder. Go to Track > New 
Track to create a new track. If the song does not have a sample, choose Track 
(Simple). If the song does have a sample (which will be clearly noted in the 
audio product), choose Track With Sample. 

6. After choosing the correct template, a prompt will appear to create an ISRC. 
Select the corresponding Company and Video Registrant Code from the audio 
track.  

7. Open the audio track from the Track Work List for reference and enter the Title, 
Play Time, and Rep. –Owner. 

8. Change SCE Approval to No. 

9. Type in the Main Artist information and hit Enter. Choose the performer that 
most closely matches the audio track. 

10. Select Task Type as Performer. 

11. Select the corresponding Company and Video Registrant Code from the audio 
track. 

12. Go to Header/Components and select Add. 

13. In the audio track window, double-click the sample track in the Track Hierarchy. 
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14. Enter the Song Title, Play Time, and Rep. –Owner from the sample audio 
track window in the New Track with Sample Window.  

15. Go to Header/Components and select Add. Then go to Track and Save. 

16. Close both the Audio Track window and the New Track with Sample window. 

17. In the Track Worklist, open the newly made video track. 

18. Double-click the sample track in the Track Hierarchy. 

19. Go to Edit > Copy From and select the correct sample audio track. Click on all 
the boxes in the Copy Data box on the left. Click on Copy, then Close. 

20. Double-click the main track in the Track Hierarchy and copy the info from the 
audio track to the new video track. Go to Edit > Copy From. Click on the correct 
audio track. Click all the boxes in the Copy Data box on the left. Click on the 
Copy button, then close. 

21. Make sure the No box is checked for the Schedule-E Auto Approval box. 

22. Change the release status to Released. 

23. Generally, all information of the video track can be copied from the particular 
audio track (director, producer, timing, dates, location, etc. – see #7). If there is 
additional appropriate data noted on the slate of the video, insert it manually. To 
insert a participant, go to Link > Participants. Go to Participants > Search 
and type in the name. If the name is in the system, highlight it, click Accept, 
then close. If the name is not in the system, click on New, and insert the correct 
data (Full Name/First Last and Index Name/Last, First). Save, close, search for 
the name, and accept. In the Task Class box, click on Performance. In the 
Task Type box, click on the appropriate job. 

24. Insert Short Form Promotional Video in the notes field. Go to Edit > Notes. 
Type in Short Form Promotional Video in the US Notes field. This field is 
searchable ONLY in backend reports. 

Note: A track must be set complete in order to be finished.  

25. Go to Track > Check Complete and insert any missing data, if shown by the 
check. Then go to Track > Set Complete. This will cause the creation of the 
GRid. To see the GRid, go to Show > GRid. 

26. Once the GRid has been assigned, the release date must be inserted at the 
product level. In the initial screen, open the Product Work List folder. Go to List 
> Search and type in the title. The correct product is the number that is a 
derivative of the GRid. It also has a configuration of VDD (Video Digital Download) 
and the particular video track is linked to this VDD. 

27. Double-click on this product to open it up. Go to Edit > Publication. In the 
Local Release field, enter the release date.  
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10 Follow Up Items 

10.1 QC and Renaming 

Gather all files onto the staging server and check the validity of metadata and QC 
audio and video: 

• Play back files to confirm that they are valid. 

• Rename files: 

• If you have not already done so, create the parent folder and name it 
according to convention (Page 3). 

• Place the video asset in the folder and rename it according to convention 
(Page 3). 

• Confirm directory structure. 

10.2 MD5 Hashing 

The MD5 hashing tool is used for data validation purposes and must be performed 
prior to submitting the video for migration. The MD5 Hash process confirms that no 
content was changed during a transfer. Thus, it is important that once MD5s are 
created, no changes are made: files cannot be renamed, files cannot be added or 
removed, etc. 

 

1. Open the MD5 hashing tool. 

2. Click Create MD5. 

3. Select the directory that MD5s will need to be created for. In this case, MD5s are 
being created for all files within the Parent Folder. In other words, if you need to 
hash 20 videos you worked on, put them in a single directory and select that 
directory. Click Create and wait for tool to finish. 

11 Appendix  

11.1 Video Format Requirements 

11.1.1 NTSC Format Requirements  

• MPEG 2 (4:2:2) at 29.97 fps 
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• 4:3 Aspect Ratio  

• Full Resolution 720x512x32  Interlaced Scanning 

• 15.0 Mb/s Constant Bit Rate 

• IBPB Gop Structure 

11.1.2 PAL Format Requirements 

• MPEG 2 (4:2:2) at 25 fps 

• 4:3 Aspect Ratio  

• Full Resolution 720x608x32  Interlaced Scanning 

• 15.0 Mb/s Constant Bit Rate 

• IBPB Gop Structure 

11.1.3 Audio Encoding Requirements  

• Mpeg Layer 2 

• 384kb/s 

• 48.0 khz Stereo 

11.2   Hardware and Software Requirements and Setup 

11.2.1 Hardware Requirements 

Quality video playback requires a lot of RAM. The workstation should have at least 1 
GB of RAM with a 2.78 GHz processor.  

Ocassionally, sotrage space on the network may become an issue. It is good to have 
50 to 100 GB lf local storage for videos that don't need to be directly available on the 
network (i.e. failed videos waiting to be fixed, videos with glitches, and pulled videos 
that will be worked on in the near future).  

11.2.2 Software Requirements 

• Vegas 5.0 (with the current build running on AOMA) 
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• Microsoft Office 

11.3 Troubleshooting Error Messages 

If you need to fix a video, contact ________, to have the video purged. Then fix the 
issue and register it. You do not need to remigrate the video.  

 

Table 6. Error Messages (needs to be fleshed out) 

Message Action to Take 

 Typo in duration. Fix typo. 

Product ID is not 
unique 

fix 

MDF5 files does not 
match video 

 

Frameset are too 
close 

 

  

 

 

 


